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impenetrable and inaccessible to
t~e citizenry not only fails to
give adequate notice of criminal
~ability. It also prevents the citlZenry from exercising vital
?hecks on the criminallawmaklllg activities of its representat·. 1ves. If the federal government
ls to be accountable on matters
Of criminal law, its criminal law
must be clearly structured and
'Written in plain language,
'Understandable to all
lUnericans.
t The current code violates
fhe separation of powers. In the
bace of a code that manages to
~vague and overly detailed,
thcomplete and. repetitive, all at
in e same time, the federal crim. allaw is not made by the leglslature, the branch of govern~ent .charged by the
onstltution With the exclusive
~ower to make criminal law,
l.lt by the unelected members
Of the federal judiciary.

Clinton's Historic Opportunity:
Reform the Federal
Criminal Code

The federal criminal code is no
less Byzantine, outdated and
inefficient than is the regulatory
federal framework that Vice
President Gore has worked to
simplify. At the same time, the
resurgence of populism in the
Congress will be receptive to the
argument that any law, and particularly any law whose violation carries criminal penalties,
should be easily accessible and
comprehensible to the layperson. Given the widespread con·
sensus that the federal criminal
code is an international embarrassment at a time when emerging states are looking to the
United States for guidance on
law reform, the reform of the
federal criminal code also would
provide President Clinton with
an opportunity to make an historical contribution during his
second term. •

The current code infringes
c Pan states' rights. As a sprawling open-ended
~llection of vague statutes that by now cover
~lrtuany every conceivable activity, including
hose long prohibited by state criminal law, the
~l.l~rent criminal code fails to place specific limit at1ons on the scope of the federal crimil!al law.
r:t thereby encroaches upon an area traditionally
ll.eserved for the criminal laW of the states.
~spect for the states' supremacy in matters of
~~lffiinallaw demands a carefullY defined and .
federal criminal code. The protec.
t. ~~rc1.UD.scribed
n of states' rights cannot be left to federal
Judges, who may or may not be inclined to inter-

'1.1.

tions Vice Presiden~ ore as
worked to simplify.
The current code hinders
international law reform.
Throughout the world, emerging nations are looking to the
United States for guidance in
the democratization of their
laws. While U.S. commercial
and constitutional law continue to provide these nations
with useful models, the federal criminal law does not.
These new states thus are
forced to turn to other legal
systems in their attempt to
draft the laws which constitute the most important
check on a government's
exercise of its most awesome
power, the power to punish.
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Now is the time for the legislative representatives of
the American people to live
up to their constitutional
obligation to make federal
criminal law by wresting control of federal criminal law
from the hands of the federal judiciary and completing the bipartisan reform work begun in the
1970s by a diverse collection of policymakers,
including Orrin Hatch, Edward Kennedy, John
McClellan and Strom Thurmond on the Senate
side, and Don Edwards, Robert Kastenmeier and
Abner Mikva in the House.
Now is also the time for the president and
the Justice Department to seize the bipartisan
historic moment and support the much needed
and long overdue reform of the federal criminal
code. Opportunities to make history without even
trying are, well, historic. •
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